This paper reports a technique for comparing the human visual responses with lightness predictions made by a mathematical model. The human visual responses are determined by ha\'ing a number of observers compare the lightnesses in a Test Display with those in a Standard Display. The mathematical model's predictions are made by processing numbers that are identical to the luminances in the Test Display. These predictions are then scaled relati"e to the Standard Lightness Display used by human observers. Methods of analyzing the results are discussed, as well as a "ariety of :;ituations that can be used co establish whether a particular model can be considered a general model for lightness.
The purpose of this paper is to describe a technique for comparing the human lightness response with a mathematical model of that mechanism. Since lightness is in itself a complex, diverse problem, we feel that it is necessary to test any model for lightn~~ in a variety of situations. Our method for comparing observers' results with any mathematical model's results for a variety of test situations will constitute the scope of this paper.
Lightness 1 , 2, 3, 4 is the family of sensations from white to black that a person sees. Lightness is the output of a biological system. It is a sensation. There is no physical definition for lightness because it is not necessarily related to a physical quantity of light from a point. either in radiometric terms or photometric terms.
Although it is commonly believed that there is a simple relationship between the amount of light coming from an object and how light or dark that object appears, there are many experiments that contradict that belief5, 6,7. As a particular example. let us study an experiment by Land. A display called a McCann 8 Mondrian was made of various white, gray. and black papers. The papers were arranged so that the surround around each paper was arbitrary, multiple and variegated. The surround was arbitrary because there were no consistent patterns such as only low reflectance papers around hig'h reflectance papers. The surround was multiple because there were many different papers around each L -/.3
paper; it was variegated because the many different papers were significantly different from each other. Land placed a lamp below and in front of the Mondrian display so that the illumination was non-uniform. Since the lamp was much nearer the bottom than the top, many more photons per unit area fell on the bottom of the display than the top. He then selected a high reflectance paper near the top and a low reflectance paper near the bottom. He adjusted the position of the lamp so that the same luminance was coming to the observer's eye from both areas. This was possible because the product of the higher reflectance and the lesser illuminance could be made equal to the product of the lower reflectance and the greater illuminance. The important point was that these two areas had exactly the same luminance, yet they did not look the same. The area at the top looked dramatically lighter than the area at the bottom. It is noteworthy that the lightnesses of tbese areas correlate strongly with reflectance.
We set out to find a mathematical model that could take the information at these two areas, as well as the information in the rest of the scene, and compute a lightness value that agrees with what we see for each area. We have already seen that the luminance of an area need not correlate with lightness. While there is generally a strong correlation between lightness and reflectance, there are pbenomena such as Mach bands which show that this strong correlation does not always hold. Since the receptors in the retina respond to the luminous stimulus of objects, it would seem logical that the model should begin with luminance and then correct for departures from perfect correlation with lightness. We, however, took a different approach. Because in most situations there is a very strong correlation between lightness and reflectance, our model, although starting with luminance, will attempt to derive reflectances, and then make adjustments for imperfection in the correlation between lightness and reflectance. We therefore looked for a model that could determine the reflectance of any area under any condition of illumination without the usual constr.aints of photometry, such as placing the standard reflectance next to each area in the display. Having devised such a system, we began to modify that model to take into account the numerous situations in which lightness correlates less strongly with reflectance. The early work we performed was reported by Land in his Ives Medal Address, given to the Optical Society of Americas. In that lecture Land described a mathematical model that could reproduce the lightnesses of a display independent of the luminances of each area. He also demonstrated a machine that embodied this mathematical model. Analogous to the Mondrian experiment, the machine produced two dramatical~ ly different outputs fr{)m some areas that were sending the same luminance to the machine. In addition, the macbine gave the same outputs from areas which look alike to observers, yet were sending to the model different luminances.
Since the preceding experiments employed qualitative results, the approximation that the observers' sensations are directly related to reflectances was sufficient. If we are comparing several similar models that produce similar sets of predicti{)ns, we need more quantitative information to choose which model 
STANDARD LIGHTNESS DISPLAY
The problem becomes one of describing a display which generares sensations that are reb.red to reflectance in a known. unique way. Im:agine a display wich the following (hree properties. First. i.r contains a set of many different Sta ndard Refieccances. Second, the en tire displa y is illu minared uniforml y; that is. the same amount of light is falling on all parts of the display. Tbjrd, the same complex surround is around each Standard Refleccance; that is. whatever reflecrance papers are uound one Standard Paper must be around all Standard Papers ( Fig. 1) . The next step i.s to pur these Standard Papers into two rank orders: The IIrst, the ran k order of lightness from light to dark; (be Sl'cond, (he rank order of reflectance from high to low. We have always found that under the conditions of u ntform illumination and identical surrou nds, the two rank. order numbers for a particular paper will always be the same. Now imagine adding a new member to the set of Standard Papers: for example, the lightness of the new paper might be between the lightness of the third and founb Standard Papers, We have always found that the refl.ecta nce of the new paper will lie between the refiectances of the same two papers--io tbis case between. the reAectances of the lhied and fourth papers. This new paper is now a member of the set of Srandard Papers, and we (an look for the next new paper to i.nsert in the set of Sta ndard Papers. Ou r experience leads us to the hypothesis that every member we add between the lightnesses of tWO Standard Papers will h3ve a refl.ectance between the retlectances of those two Standard Papers. If this hypothesis is true. then with uniform illumination and idencical surround there is a unique number associated with any sensation from wbite to black. If we now consider a lightness sensation rhat is generated in any other display, in ceHain illuminations, and in any surround, we Coln nnd th~ matching sensation among che Standard Papers. If we assign the rdiectance number of tbe Slandad Paper to the area thac generated the identical sensacion, we will have assigned an Eq uivalen t ReBecta nee to that sensation. thus quanti f ying it. We then assign the mathematical model the task of computing the Equivalent Ref]ectances from the display's luminances. It would be difficult to construct a Standard Lightness Display that would contain enough papers to generate all sensarions from white to black. Therefore our actual Standard Display contains only nine papers which are used <IS" guideposts for the observer to assi.gn Equivalent Refl.ect3aces.
How should these Standard Papers be chosen~ If they are equally spaced in reflectance from the highest to the lowest reflectance, they will not be equally spaced with respect to lightness. As we will describe later, our technique of analysis demands (hat our Scand.ud Papers be equally spaced in lightness.
The problem is that there are two types of commonly used lightness scales: the Munsell Value scale and the Stevens Power Law scale. As Stevens and Gallanter!) poiot Qut, the explanation for the different scales is the different expI'rLments char generated them. Our only decision was to evaluate whether the experimental question we were asking our observers was derived [rom the Munsell difference technique or the Stevens ratio technique. MunselPo specifically instructed hi& observers [0 constnlCC an equally spaced lightness scale, Newhall. Nickerson and Judd l l improved Munsell's scale and again asked the observer for equaJ tightness spacing. Further, Newh<lll l 11. showed by a different technique that ob.~ervers found rhe Munsell Value scale to be equ<llly spaced, We thetefore decided to use Munsell's procedure for choosing the Standard Papers.
We must now determine wbether the Munsell scale is the samE' 3S an alagogous scale est.abl!shed under our conditions of illumination and surround. We woald like a surroutld that approximares . .It least in some ways, the real world. A uniform black or white surround is nO,t typical, because real objects are VIewed in a more complex. variegated environment. We thw?fore made a sur·
M,\THEMATfCAL MODEL FOR LlGHTNESS-MrCANN. LAND f1 TATNAll
• round with smaU circular pieces of white, gray, and black papers distributed randomiy on a gray paper. A semicirde or white and a semicircle of black was placed conriguous to each Standard Reflectance, as shown in Fig. l .
Using essentially Munsell's procedure lo , we asked observers to establish an equally spaced lightness scale in our illumination and witb our surround. The 20 papers on the surround Wl!re il(umim.ted uniformly by <I bank of fluorescent tubes overhead. Ten observerS were asked to select a piece of paper chat looked halfway between tbe whitest and blackest papers. The observers were theu asked to select papers that were midway between each of these rbree papers: whitt. [be chosen middle,gray, and black. The observers then subdivided tbe scale again and selected four more pieces that were halfway between lhe five pieces already chosen . Thus (hey had selected a nine-step scale from white to I.hck. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR LIGHTNESS McCANN. LAND f$ TATNALL
[Ute for the extensive work done on the Munsell Value scale. but only a check ro see whether oUr experimenral conditions introduced any significant deviations. We decided [0 maintain our nine-point scale, which is " simple linear rran$formarion of the Munsell scale. We think thar the relatively large standard deviations are probably due (0 the fact thac our observers had only a third -as many papers to choose from as MunseU observe.rs; if our observers had a greacer variery of papers to choose {rom the standard deviations mighc be reduced consider3bl y. Fig. 3 is a view of the apparatus from above. The observer looks through one of the windows in a part1tion in front of one of (he displays. The observer need only turn bis head 90° to see the other display that is mounted similarly. Since the observer can make comparisons of differeDt areas in the other display by moving his head. this arrangement has [he convenience of comparing two widely separated objects in the same room. yet fulfills the demand that each display be viewed separately. The border that the observer sees around the dis· play is a wall, covered with black matte-surface paper, six feet behind the display. Thus a very small amount of light is coming from the outside black surround. Fig. 3 shows a side view of the apparatus. A 9 by I I Yz -inch display is mouoted on a thin black steel shaft that stands in any of a series of holes in tht base. By making the disrance X betw~en the planes of the display and the lights large and by using two fluorescent tubes. we can obtain uniform illumination. If we desire non-uniform wedge illumination, we can rum off one of the fluoresc:ent tubes and control the slope of the wedge by varying the distance X.
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The level of over-all illumination is carefully controlled. Tn uniform illumination, the Test Display receives the same illuminance as the Standard Lightness Display. In non-uniform illumination, tbe area that receives the greatest illuminance receives the same illuminance as the Standard Lightness Display.
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS
We now discuss the way in which we compare the lightness numbers generated by a machematical model with those reported by our hurna.n observers.
One possible technique for comparison would be to determine a criterion fOI a correct prediaion and then determ~ne [he proportion of correa predictions. A reasonable criterion would be that the prediction must fall within a particular range of results determined by the mean plus and minus one standard deviation of al\ the observers' results. Some models may reporr many lightness numbers within an area for which an observer gives only one report. We can also com~ pute the mean and standard deviation of the model's predictions for such areas.
Then the mean of the model"s predictions, plus and minus one standard devi.a~ tion. must intersecc the mean human observation. plus and minus one standard deviation. to be considered correct. graph must represent equal intervals in lightness. If. instead. we used Equivalent Refl.ectances as axes, an error in the model's results near whice would appear small to rhe observer, whereas the same size errOr near black would appear large. Fig. 4 shows a simplified Mondrian which we caU a Tatami. The twelve different papers are arranged to simulace a Japanese mat, hence irs name. This Tarami has papers from all parts of the lightness scale. Alrhough it is a greatly simplified representa tion of a normal scene, it fulfills OUr conditions tha t the surround of each area be arbitrary, mulripie, and variegated. The Tatami was placed in our apparatus and was illuminated non-uniformly. The plane of tbe display was five inches from the axis of the lower fluorescent tube. which was the only one used. Measurement of two separate areas having the same reflectance (A and J in Fig. 4) shows that [here is eight times more illuminance a t the bottom than a t [he top. Although we have i nvesciga ted a variety of statistical schemes for analyzing whether one set or results is better duo another, we have always returned to this simple graphical presentarion brcause it retains most of the information about each experimental result.
DISCUSSION
The flnal topic LO discuss is (he variety of Test Displays that might be used as a general test of a particular model. A second Tatami could be made of predominanrly high-nBectance papers, while J third could be made of predominancly low-reflectance paprrs. ThesE' Ta(-amis are impoTUnt because rbey would have average Jumioances that differ from that of the normal Tatami.
They provide a good point for comparison of our mod~1 with other marne"-matical models for predicting lightnesses wbich, unlike our owo. compute and use average luminances. These three Tatamis could be used in resdng the model's ability to simulate the visual system's responses to both uniform and non-nniform iHumination.
The classical situations of a gray piece of paper on a white surround and that same paper on a black surround ace important Test Displays. These Dis~ plays are probably the most recognized examples of the departure from correlation of lightness with both reflectance and luminance.
We also feel it is important to include in a general test of a lightness model some more unusual but rbl'orericaJiy imponant situations. Mach bands and the edge phenomena described by Cornsweet (in Ratliff1-l.) are such phenomena. [1 TATNALL Mach bands can be generated by -a step gradient made of p.ie<es of uniform ref.l.ectance papers arranged in order. One side of each paper is noticeably lighter than the other, despite the fact that tbe luminance across each paper is constant . Similarly, at botb ends of a continuous gradient either a light or dark Mach band appears, despite the fact that there is no luminance or reflectance tbat ca.n correlate with these sensations. Cornsweet's experiment shows that two entire areas of the same reftecraoce can be made to look different in uniform i.lluminarion by an edge composed of a low-slope gradient. a sharp edge. and a se{ond low-slope gradient complementary to the first .
MATHEMATICAL MODEl.. FOR LIGHTNESS-McCANN, LAND
Although these test SItuations do not necessatily provide a complete general rest of any model. a particular mode) that can predict lightoesses in all these situOltions is certainlY o( great value. We propose to study all of these situations using the Standard Lightness Display described here to quantify both observers' sensations and model's predictions on the same equally spaced scale.
Thu.s, using the t€1:hniques described in this paper, we ptopose [0 test ou~ present ideas, shape OUf future models. and find, if possible. a single general model that can predict the lightnesses in a 1\ the different situations discussed .
